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DOES PHONOLOGICAL PROMINENCE EXIST?

DOES PHONOLOGICAL
PROMINENCE EXIST?
Carlos Gussenhoven
Abstract: There is no motivation for collapsing the prosodic structure

of words and the prosodic structure of sentences of English into a single
representation that expresses degrees of stress or prominence. Word stress
is represented as foot structure, while sentence prosody is represented in
terms of phonological phrasing and the distribution of pitch accents. The
reason why native speakers can perform rating tasks for prominence on
syllables is that their grammar dictates that focus-marking pitch accents
be located in stressed syllables and that emphatic speech implies a hyperarticulation of pitch accents in the emphasized text. As a result, any factor,
phonetic or otherwise, that affects the listener’s impression of the emphasis with which the speaker expresses his message will affect the prominence rating of accentable syllables in the text. Speakers of languages
with different prosodic grammars may not be able to perform such tasks.

Keywords: metrical grid, phonological prominence, pitch accent, word
stress.

1. INTRODUCTION*
The answer to the question in the title of this paper can only be given within the conceptual framework of some research tradition. In linguistics, there
are basically two such traditions. The classic tradition, often called “generative linguistics” or, perhaps more appropriately, “theoretical linguistics”, follows the model of theory construction of physical science. Physicists make
observations about matter, gravity, light and time, and develop theories with
elements and principles that explain their observations, regardless of whether
those elements are observable or whether observable phenomena, like gravity,
are directly represented in the model. Likewise, linguists have considered that
they were able to observe language data, but not look inside the black box in
our brains that creates them. Linguistic elements are thus like Higgs particles.
The question is whether some theoretical concept is needed to account for the
data. In the linguistic case, there has been particular concern about the status
of the data as valid products of the black box. Speakers’ utterances are rarely
I am most grateful for the comments by Louis ten Bosch and two anonymous referees on
an earlier version.
*
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canonical outputs of the grammar and each phonetic specimen will have been
affected by performance factors relating to memory, fatigue, ambient noise
and social interaction. A speaker’s intuition about the well-formedness of such
outputs may therefore take priority over any one utterance.
In phonology, this scientific stance might have led researchers to abandon the need for any phonetic grounding of phonological elements, as in
fact it did in one case, Foley (1977). However, the position that phonological features have phonetic characteristics was enshrined in the seminal
proposal of an early phonological feature set (Jakobson et al. 1951), which
linked every phonological contrast to an acoustic difference, and Chomsky
& Halle (1968), which extended the defining phonetic parameters so as to
include articulatory ones. Also, Postal’s (1968) Naturalness Condition established an obligation among phonologists to state how phonological features relate to phonetic reality. Still, the “physics” attitude towards grammar construction did allow phonologists to shift the burden of some sort
of phonetic validation to future researchers, as has been the case for the
feature that is the topic of this article, stress. Another consequence was that
linguistic properties that are observable may have no place in the grammar,
because they have no role to play in explaining the data. This was famously
the case for the syllable in Chomsky & Halle (1968).
As it happens, this generous attitude towards the Naturalness Condition
meshed well with the more widely developing insight that phonological elements have no consistent phonetic realization, and are in a sense unobservable, like the particles postulated as theoretical elements by physicists. The
pronunciation of consonants, tones, syllables, phonological phrases, etc., is
context-dependent. Contexts are infinitely variable stylistically, while phonological contexts are very numerous. Even though pronunciations of phonological elements differ statistically from one another, they are infinitely varied, much to the chagrin of speech technologists. While we understand the
insults hurled at us by the inarticulate drunk, no automatic speech recognizer
will achieve the same feat for many years to come.
In the classic model, then, the question whether prominence exists resolves as the question whether it is needed to account for the data. The second scientific model current in linguistics is that of the behavioral and life
sciences. The general aim here is to try and understand observable phenomena, in our case phenomena that relate to man’s ability to produce and understand language. The scientific conventions that apply are the methodological
concerns summarized by “validity” and “reliability”. In this tradition, there
are no restrictions on the kind of questions that are tackled. In addition to
establishing whether linguistic properties exists, questions may address their
function in language processing, their fate in language acquisition and their
origin. For the question in the title, this means that we need to show that
8
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speech prominence exists in experimental conditions, what its function might
be in language, how it is acquired and what its “phonetic underpinnings” are.
I have tried to sketch these two scientific models in maximally divergent
ways. This will make it easier to deal with the question in the title, since arguments in one tradition may be meaningless in the other. The topic of prominence as a property of language is accordingly dealt with in separate sections
below (Sections 2 and 3). It will be argued that neither perspective leads to
an affirmative answer. Section 4 addresses the question how the view that
prominence is a phonological or phonetic concept has arisen.

2. PROMINENCE IN THEORETICAL LINGUISTICS
Phonologically, prominence in English has been encoded as an n-ary feature
[stress] (Chomsky & Halle 1968), as a metrical tree and as a metrical grid
(Liberman & Prince 1975). In more recent work, there has been a growing
realization that two rather different phonological properties are covered by
the above three blanket notions: word stress and pitch accents. The purpose
of this section is to suggest that metrical prominence is not part of the representation of English, at least not beyond the level of the word. While word
stress is captured by constituency above the syllable (feet) and above the foot
(primary word stress), pitch accents are represented by means of the presence of tones on stressed syllables. Uncontroversially, a representation of the
primary and secondary stresses within the word may yield a two-level metrical grid, but the presence of pitch accents is represented in terms of tones as
opposed to sentence-level grids. Pitch accent distributions can be described
with the help of six generalizations that apply at different levels of the grammar. There is thus no work to be done for a metrical grid or tree in our attempts to capture what determines the location of pitch accents. For that reason ‘prominence’ doesn’t exist in a theoretical linguistic framework.

2.1 Word stress
In many languages, word stress is independent of the segmental structure. In
Spanish, for instance, there are word pairs that only differ in the distribution
of the stressed and unstressed syllables, like habló ‘he spoke’ and háblo ‘I
speak’, both of which consist of the same syllables, [a] and [blo]. The difference between stressed and unstressed syllables is only expressible in terms
of their phonetics. In many other languages, stressed syllables are segmentally distinct from unstressed syllables. English has two vowels sets, one for
stressed and one for unstressed syllables, with details depending on dialect.
General British English (GBE) has 19 vowels available for stressed syllables
and three for unstressed syllables (cf. Bolinger 1989 for General American).
9
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In word-final position, these are: /ə/, as in error /ˈɛrə/, villa /ˈvɪlə/, borough
/ˈbʌrə/; /i/, as in any /ˈɛni/, coffee /ˈkɒfi/, sake /ˈsɑːki/; and weak /əʊ/, as in
/ˈwɪndəʊ/. In closed syllables, schwa may vary with weak /ɪ/ (e.g. joyless
/ˈdʒɔɪləs/ or /ˈdʒɔɪlɪs/) or with zero (e.g. channel /ˈtʃænəl/ or /ˈtʃænl/), both
across speakers and within speakers. All other syllables, comprising approximately one half of the total, are stressed. In addition to having a richer vowel system and more complex onsets and codas (not discussed here), stressed
syllables can be accented. An accented syllable is pronounced together with
a pitch accent, a tone or tone combination, of which English has a number
of different ones. For citation pronunciations, typically a H-tone is used, or a
H-tone followed by a L-tone, which may be pronounced on the next syllable.
Citation pronunciations of most English words have such pitch accents on the
last or last-but-one stressed syllable of the word. This syllable is said to have
primary word stress, while all other stressed syllables have secondary word
stress. Syllables with primary stress are not the only stressed syllables that can
be accented. If the first stressed syllable of a word is not the primary stress, it
too may be accented. Of all the stressed syllables in an utterance, not much
more than a third will typically be accented. The fact that pitch accents can
only select a stressed syllable further illustrates the tendency of languages to
locate phonological contrasts in stressed syllables.
Word prosodic structures of this type are standardly described with the
help of feet. English has trochees, which consist of a stressed syllable (the
head of the foot) and any following unstressed syllables. In addition, the
foot with primary stress needs to be marked. By far the greater majority of
English words has primary stress on the last foot. The widely used notation
of Hayes (1995) is exemplified in (1).
		 (
x )		 (x
)		 (
x )		 (
x )
		 ( x )( x )		 (x . )		 . (x . )(x . )		 ( x )(x . )
(1)
a. cartoon
b. carnal
c. annihilation
d. September

The foot and the phonological word, while internally exemplifying a
prominence relation or “headedness”, can be seen as representing two constituency ranks in the prosodic hierarchy. Below them, there is the level of
the syllable and above them that of the phonological phrase. (Between the
phonological word and the phonological phrase the clitic group intervenes,
according to some accounts.)

2.2 Pitch accents
The claim which this article attempts to reject is that the mini-grid of the
Hayesian representation of word stress extends to higher levels of phonological structure. A fair amount of research has shown that the properties of
10
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word-level prominence and sentence-level prominence are rather different
(e.g. Vanderslice & Ladefoged 1972; Beckman & Edwards 1986; Gussenhoven 1991; van Heuven & Sluijter 1996; Ladd 2008: ch 2). Sentence-level
prominence amounts to the categorical presence or absence of a pitch accent,
a tone or tone complex which is associated with certain stressed syllables in
the sentence. If we can explain their distribution better without the grid than
with, the argument can be made that prominence (i.e., a grid or an equivalent
representation of gradient prominence) does not exist. This paragraph therefore lists the generalizations on pitch accent location in English that have appeared in the literature, summarizing the summary in Gussenhoven (2011,
where fuller references are given), in order to evaluate what the role of a grid
might be in expressing them. Under generalization I, the only accentuation
rule is given, generalizations II to VII being deaccentuation rules.
I. Words are accented on the syllable with primary stress and on a preceding stressed syllable if there is one, except if that preceding syllable corresponds to ‘s’ in [s S w ...]. Here, ‘S’ refers to primary stress, ‘s’ to secondary
stress and ‘w’ to an unstressed syllable, while accented stressed syllables are
capitalized, with suppression of conventional word-initial capitals. This will
lead to citation pronunciations CAR, CARTOON, CARnal, CAPitaliZAtion,
colLECtiviZAtion, baNAL, baNAna, HELicopter, as well as sepTEMber,
canTANkerous, senSAtional (i.e., not *SEPTEMber, etc., even though the
first syllable of that word is stressed).
II. Compound Rule. Accents on second constituents of compounds are
deleted. This leads to RACing car, WING commander, and, with two deletions, HOUSE warming party (from HOUSe warming PARty), etc.
III. Initial Accent Deletion. Pre-final accents in any Class II formation
are deleted, where Class II morphology includes compounding and, broadly, stress-neutral suffixation. The latter type of suffix not only includes -ish,
-ist, -ly, -less, -ness, but also -fast, -free, -proof, -prone, -style,- tight, -type,
-wise, -worthy and accented -esque. This causes SECond LANGuage conference (i.e., a conference on L2) to be second LANGuage conference and
BLACK BOARD eraser (i.e., eraser for boards that are black) to be black
BOARD eraser. These structures contrast with the phrase SECond LANGuage conference ‘the second in a series of language conferences’ and
BLACK BOARD eraser ‘a board eraser that is black’, respectively. Similarly, while CRISpy RAdish has two accents, suffixation by -ish of a possible
adjective phrase CRISpy RED would yield crispy REDish ‘similar to crispy
red’, and while UNKIND has two accents, unKINDness has one, etc. Similarly, REMbrandTESQUE changes to rembrandTESQUE, because, even
though accented, -esque is Class II.
11
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IV. Reverse Compound Rule. The rule deletes initial accents, as in Lake
HILL, the name of a lake. Selkirk (1984: 221) points out that double accentuation, LAKE HILL, would yield an interpretation of a hill named after a
Mr. or Mrs. Lake. Reverse compounds are the rule when the first constituent denoted a class of nameable objects and the second the specification, as
in mount EVerest, the film BEN HUR, the river RHINE.
V. Rhythm Rule (aka “stress shift”). Like I, generalization V is phonological. It says that in a phonological phrase only the first and last accents are
preserved. This medial accent deletion is responsible for the four accentual
allomorphs of Japanese: JAPaNESE, JAPanese GOODS and GOOD japaNESE, the fourth being japanese, a fully unaccented pronunciation.
VI. Phatic Element Deletion. Phatic elements are deaccented, like if you
know what I mean, please and as a matter of fact.
VII. Predicate Deaccentuation. This rule removes the accent from an
“eventive” predicate if it is adjacent to an argument, as in There is a FLY in
my soup, Our DOG died and I can hear BIRDS singing.
Of the three expressions in (2), the Rhythm Rule was active in (2b), since
it has deleted in the medial accent on free in the pre-deletion form TOMcatFREE, as well as in (2c), where it has deleted the medial accents on Paine
and Big in the pre-deletion forms TOM PAINE and BIG BAND. The Compound Rule removed the accent on cat in (2a) and Street in (2b) in the lexicon, while Initial Accent Deletion removed the accent on Tom in (2a).
(2)

a. Tom PAINE Street BLUES
b. TOMcat-free ROOF
c. TOM Paine Big BAND

In (3), the Rhythm Rule was active in (3a), where the pre-deletion form
of the adjective is CHINESE. In (3b), Initial Accent Deletion removed the
accent on Rem-, while in (3c) no deletions have occurred, assuming lexical
representations, as in generalization I.
(3)

a. CHInese LANtern
b. rembrandTESQUE LIGHT
c. sepTEMber STORMS

In a discussion of a variety of examples including Prince’s (1983)
(1a,c), Visch (1999: 195) tentatively concludes “that ‘alternation’ is less important than previously thought”, and that a greater role is to be attributed
to the morphosyntax. This comment evidently casts doubt on the notion
that pitch accent distributions are to be given a largely rhythmic explanation, which position is inherent in the metrical grid. Still wedded to the no12
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tion that the distribution of pitch accents is basically a matter of rhythm,
she retains the metrical grid, proposing to solve the non-rhythmic cases by
having morphosyntactic boundaries add x’s to the grid so as to block the
adjustment in the stress distribution, in effect removing clashes. Earlier, the
account of Halle & Vergnaud (1987: 269), while including morphosyntactic phrase boundaries to deal with cyclic effects, treats words that resist
rhythmic alternation as idiosyncratic exceptions (e.g. Montana, cantankerous, grotesque). This denies the systematic nature of the absence of accent
on [�������������������������������������������������������������������������
s S w ...����������������������������������������������������������������
] words and of Initial Accent Deletion, neither of which has exceptions, as far as I am aware. The same is true of the Rhythm Rule itself,
which, as a post-lexical phonological adjustment, is predicted to be exceptionless in the Lexical Phonology framework (Kiparsky 1982).
A further indication of the non-rhythmic nature of accent distribution
in English is provided by the way initial accents in right branches in the
NP are preserved. In TWO JAPanese conDUCtors, deletion of the clashing
accent on Jap- is dispreferred, while deletion of the accent on -nese is expected. In Gussenhoven (2005), I argued that these data show that English
allows a violation of non-recursivity at the level of the phonological phrase
on the left, where “cliticized” phonological phrases may occur that lack a
right edge. The realization that pitch accent distribution in English “broad
focus” sentences is in part governed by morphosyntactic factors has in fact
always been there. However, the morphosyntactic role was restricted to the
Compound Rule, i.e., generalization II.
The effect of the Compound Rule was described in terms of stress,
while the term accent (or pitch accent) has been more generally used in
connection with focus dependent accent deletions. This terminological distinction may have led to a spurious conceptual difference between accent
deletions due to generalization II (where the second constituent of a compound may have been said to have less “stress” than the first) and deletions
due to Givenness, where words are described as “deaccented”. However, it
has not been demonstrated that the phonological structure of a pronunciation of TABle top in Instead of using a BENCH he does that work on the
TABle top differs from the pronunciation of the same item in The ‘top’ in
ROOFtop is not the same top as that in TABle top. What this means is that
the phonological representations of those two occurrences are the same. For
good measure, the second sentence is given in (4), where stressed syllable
are in bold print and pitch accents and boundary tones have been included, as well as parentheses indicating phonological words, square brackets
indicating phonological phrases and curly brackets indicating intonational
phrases. Stressless function words are here assumed to attach to the left of
phonological words to phonological phrases. The point of (4) is that no grid
is needed to specify the pronunciation.
13
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(4)
{[The (top)] [in (roof) (top)]} {[is (not)] [the (same) (top)] [as (that) in (table) (top)]}
		
H*L H%
H*L
H*L L%

We must be careful not to overstate our case. The phonetic underpinning of the Rhythm Rule is no doubt rhythmic, i.e., motivated by a preference for alternation. Beyond the above generalizations, speakers avoid
long stretches of unaccented speech, causing “ornamental” accents to occur (Büring 2005). This tendency is however not restricted to phonological
phrases. The occurrence of more than two accents in a longer phonological phrase does therefore not undermine the notion that the Rhythm Rule is
structural (“Delete medial accents in the phonological phrase”).

3. PROMINENCE IN BEHAVIORAL LINGUISTICS
When taking the perspective of the behavioral and life sciences, it is difficult
to argue that prominence does not exist, since it is not clear what exactly
the claim is that is to be evaluated. One might assume that it is a perceptual property of syllables in languages generally, or alternatively of some languages, like English. Or we might require that it must be defined phonetically; or else, that it is to be defined in terms of some combination of phonological properties that are independent of metrical grid, like “stress” and “pitch
accent”. If any of these apply, there still looms the question what it might be
good for in terms of explaining the structure and workings of language.

3.1 Is prominence a general property of languages?
Let’s first dispel a possible notion that speakers of all languages can perform
a task of marking syllables for prominence, or even of words. Odé (1994)
carried out a prominence perception experiment on words in spontaneous
Indonesian speech and found that she had to explain the notion of prominence by making clear to the listeners, all native speakers of the language,
that prominence is phonetically marked by increased duration and changing
pitch. While this stopped participants from asking further questions, their
judgements were highly erratic, reflecting both f0 features at the IP boundary and f0 features on IP-medial syllables as well as apparently purely communicative factors. It is to be expected that if Odé had asked her subjects
to rate the prominence on syllables, this would only have increased their
panic. My guess is that the same listeners would have had no problem with
judging how emphatic an utterance is, since speaking with emphasis is (very
probably) a universal phonetic phenomenon. However, if Indonesian has no
word stress and no pitch accents going to any syllables or words, it would
not be surprising that subjects just failed to see what the question was about.
I had a similar experience with speakers of Yucatec Maya, whose utteranc14
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es sound to me as if they are marking focus. However, closer investigation
showed that I was responding to differences in lexical tone, which to the native speaker are largely unrelated to either stress and not at all to focus (Gussenhoven & Teeuw 2007). There is therefore a language-specific reason why
English subjects can perform a task of rating syllables for prominence.

3.2 Can prominence be defined phonetically?
It is not obviously reasonable to demand that phonological features should
have a phonetic definition. As observed in Section 1, their context-dependence,
both on terms of the phonology and the speech style, is such as to make phonetic descriptions that abstract away from these contexts impossible. What can
be done is to identify a default phonetic feature, in the sense that an /n/ is expected to be realized as a voiced coronal nasal, with each language in which it
occurs having specific phonetic implementation rules which may not leave this
canonical realization intact or add ancillary features, like vowel nasalization,
for all or for some cases. For prominence, the case is less clear. In English,
both high and low-pitched accents may occur on an accented syllable, making any specific reliance on f0 contours a hazardous undertaking. Longer duration, more even spectral envelopes and greater intensity are typically listed
as “cues” to syllabic prominence, but this is not quite the same thing as the
default phonetic parameters involved in the realization of a feature, a consonant or a tone. Streefkerk (2002) defined prominence as “the amount of emphasis put on syllables and words that make them ‘stand out’ in their environment” and proceeded to “extract those features that can best be used to predict
prominence automatically” from either textual input or acoustic input of brief
utterances recorded from a telephone signal. Her goal was to simulate listeners’ judgements of word prominence by means of an algorithm containing a
large number of automatically extracted acoustic measures taken from wordbased sections in the signal, like f0 range, syllable duration and syllable intensity. With the help of a network of the 12 best performing measures, a Cohen’s
Kappa (k) of 0.57 was obtained, an agreement score which is merely “reasonable”, similar to the agreement among participants (k=0.5). In a sense, this is
a phonetic definition of a potential phonological feature, but one that is rather
different from the usual identification of a default phonetic parameter plus additional enhancing parameters which are typically involved in the realization of
a phonological feature. Prominence would seem to be even less tangible than
sonority or hiss, general auditory impressions than can similarly be based on
sections of the speech signal and that, like prominence, are fed by the realizations of certain phonological elements, but do not obviously capture a category of language. Finally, if there is no algorithm for getting from prominence
judgements to linguistic structure, it is not clear what the notion “perceived
prominence” is doing in linguistic theory or language description.
15
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3.3 Can prominence be defined phonologically?
If the answer to this question is affirmative, it begs the question in the sense
that the phonological definition will be in terms of concepts that make a better job of explaining prosodic structure than the notion it defines. Feet and
pitch accents – the elements that are to a large extent responsible for perceptions of prominence in English – exhaustively account for the prosodic
structure of English, leaving no role for prominence. Perhaps the question
should be turned around: can we assume that perceived prominence encodes
the phonological structure such that we can decompose perceived prominence scores into linguistic structures? If this were true, the difficulty that lay
listeners experience in identifying the foot structure of words and the locations of pitch accents in utterances can be circumvented by asking them to
give their impressions of the prominence of syllables. It is probable, however, that whatever it is that makes it so hard for them to perform the more
analytical task will also prevent them from expressing the linguistic analysis
into their perceived prominence judgements. If listeners are unable to identify accents on syllables marked by a downstepped !H* or misidentify unaccented IP-final syllables with a H% boundary tone as accented, they will
equally perceive low prominence on !H*-marked syllables and high prominence on unaccented stressed syllables with H%. Both tasks, one based on
overt judgements and the other speculatively on tacit judgements, equally
overestimate the ability of speakers to perform phonological analyses.

3.4 Some factors influencing perceived prominence
Expanding a little on Streefkerk’s definition and generalizing it from syllables and words to utterances, perceived prominence is the impression of the
degree of emphasis or insistence expressed by the speaker, modulo the recognition of the effects of a number of properties of the stimulus, like its segmental and tonal composition, the language it is part of, its structural interpretation, and the speaker’s habitual pitch range (which implies a recognition
of the speaker’s gender). Comparable phonetic changes therefore may not
have constant effects, since they may happen to alter the listener’s interpretation of the signal in terms of those properties.
3.4.1 Language-specific effects
The same stimulus may have different prominence effects depending on the language variety. For instance, standard Dutch realizes a declarative rising-falling
pitch accent much as in English, going from low/mid to high to low pitch. By
contrast, the variety spoken in Maastricht has a contour whose peak reaches
only mid pitch in the same communicative situation, which is used in IP-final
16
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syllables with Accent 2. The dialect has a lexical tone contrast between Accent
1 and Accent 2, and the contour for Accent 1 is much as in the standard language, which lacks the lexical tone contrast. When asked to judge the prominence of a Maastricht monosyllabic word like [bɑl1] ‘dance party’ (where the
superscript indicates Accent 1), Maastricht and standard Dutch speakers perceive
the same level of prominence. This is seen in panel (a) of Figure 1. However,
when judging the prominence on a word like [bɑl2] ‘ball, globe’, Dutch listeners
hear considerably less prominence than Maastricht listeners, as shown in panel
(b). The difference between the groups is explained by the frustration of the expectation that Dutch listeners have of a canonical pitch range, which to their ear
is reduced because of the mid-pitched peak. By contrast, the Maastricht listeners know that the phonetic implementation of the Accent-2 contour will give it
mid pitch in the same communicative situation in which their word [bɑl1] ‘dance
party’ will have high pitch. The prominence responses are thus relative to a language-specific pitch range which is appropriate to the structure that is perceived.

Figure 1. Prominence judgements by 15 Maastricht listeners and 5 standard Dutch listeners
for height continua with 6 (left) and 7 (right) peak levels superimposed on speech files for
[bɑl1] ‘ball, dance party’ (left) and [bɑl2] ‘ball, globe’. From Gussenhoven (2012).

A somewhat different illustration of the language-dependence of perceived prominence was provided by Chen et al. (2004), who showed that
when the f0 contour is shifted up (“register raising”), Dutch listeners experience an increased perceived prominence of the utterance, while the reverse effect was found for British English listeners. They interpreted the
finding in terms of competition between two paralinguistic meanings of
raised register, which could in principle signal either friendliness or emphasis. Since these meanings are contradictory, speech communities will have
to choose between them. As predicted by that explanation, British English listeners, but much less so Dutch listeners, perceived raised register
as more friendly. More generally, the assessment of the degree of emphasis will depend on the typical pitch range of the language concerned. Since
British English has a wider pitch range than Dutch, Dutch listeners will
perceive more prominence on a given f0 peak than British English listeners.
17
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3.4.2 Effects of linguistic structure
The structure that listeners perceive may affect their impression of emphasis and hence prominence. Bishop (2012) presented stimuli consisting of utterances with the structure No, because SUBJ VERB OBJ, pronounced with
a H* pitch accent on the object. These were presented to listeners in three
preceding interrogative contexts. One, referred to as S Focus, had different
referents from the stimulus sentence for all three constituents; a second, VP
Focus, had different referents for SUBJ and VERB, while a third, OBJ Focus, had a different referent for OBJ only, as shown in (5).
(5)

A: Why is your wife mad?...
… because the roof’s leaking?			
… because you lost your job?			
… because you bought a car?			
B: No, because I bought a mótor cycle
				[			]
[			
]
					 [		]

S Focus
VP focus
OBJ focus

When judging stimuli in the OBJ Focus context, listeners perceive less
prominence on the verb and more prominence on the object than in the S
Focus or VP Focus contexts. Although they were judging the same stimulus, the perception of the focus structure appropriate to the different contexts caused a difference in the perceived prominence of words inside and
outside the focus, as shown in Figure 2. Effects of linguistic structure on
perceived prominence may of course be used for arguing about alternative
interpretations of the linguistic structure.
3.4.3 The effect of expected pitch range
The assessment of the speaker’s pitch range will influence the perceived
prominence on the pitch accent, as shown in Gussenhoven et al. (1997). The
listener will perceive a narrower pitch range as the first unaccented section
of a speech file containing a rising-falling pitch accent is higher. This variation was applied to the pre-accentual stretch in utterances of Dutch sentences like Dat geblaat de hele dag van die SCHAPen daar ‘That bleating all
day of those SHEEP there’, in the manner shown in panel (a) of Figure 3.
It was found that the perceived prominence of the first syllable of schapen decreased with increasing pitch for Dat geblaat de hele dag van die, as
shown in panel (b). The effect disappeared when the pre-peak stretch was
shortened by deleting de hele dag ‘the whole dag’. This suggests that listeners rely on a reasonably long pre-accentual stretch to estimate the reference pitch range against which the emphasis expressed by a pitch peak
18
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is to be judged, assuming a phonologically low beginning of the contour.
The higher the reference pitch, i.e., the low starting point, the higher up
in the pitch range will be the speech of the speaker and the less impressive the peak will be. It is to be expected, incidentally, that if the f0 of the
pre-accentual stretch were raised much further, the effect would disappear,
since the listeners would at some point interpret the intonation contour as
beginning with H%. Research into perceived prominence can provide information about how pitch range, and by extension emphasis, are perceived.

Figure 2. Perceived prominence on the verb and the object in SUBJ VERB OBJ structures
From Bishop (2012).

as a function of focus structure as induced by the preceding context.

Figure 3. Artificial pitch contour with 4 values for the pre-peak pitch and 3 values for the
Dat geblaat de hele dag van die SCHAPen daar ‘That bleating all day
of those SHEEP there’, male voice (left panel) and perceived prominence of the peak as a
function of pre-peak pitch and peak height. From Gussenhoven et al. (1997).

peak in the utterance

The same point is made more forcefully by an experiment in which identical pitch contours were superimposed on Dutch utterances produced by a fe19
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male speaker with an androgynous voice. From these pitch-manipulated utterances, two sets were produced by manipulating the formants so as to suggest
a male voice in one set and a female voice in the other. Listeners were asked
to rate those stimuli for perceived prominence on some accented syllable. Extrapolating from the difference in perceived prominence that resulted from
an f0 difference of 10 Hz, the formant manipulation produced a difference in
perceived prominence equivalent to approximately 80 Hz (see Figure 4). This
is the effect of the listener’s perception of the speaker’s gender, and the listener’s knowledge that women speak at a higher pitch than men, ceteris paribus.

Figure 4. Perceived prominence as a function of peak height and
From Gussenhoven & Rietveld (1998).

manipulated gender.

Other factors influencing perceived prominence concern facial and
manual cues (Krahmer & Swerts 2006a, 2006b; Swerts & Krahmer 2006).
It is to be expected that any manipulation of the listener’s perception of the
significance of the message contained in the stimulus, as achieved for instance by pictures of different scenes, will affect the perceived prominence.
Perceived prominence, then, equals perceived emphasis in the message, and
depending on the language, we can ask subjects to focus on specific words
or syllables in the utterance. This conclusion does not easily translate into
a position that prominence is a meaningful phonetic property of languages.

4. WHY WEST GERMANIC WORD STRESS AND PITCH
ACCENTS ARE CONCEPTUALLY MERGED
After a talk on Dutch prosody,1 in which the speaker explained that emphasis
in Dutch is created by raising the f0 and perhaps lengthening the emphasized
It concerned a Prosody Colloquium given by Indirawati Zahid (University of Malaya) on
24 June 2009 at Radboud University Nijmegen.
1
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words, an Indonesian student, who had earlier learnt that stress in Dutch was
cued mainly by pitch and duration features, asked how Dutch listeners kept
the cues for emphasis apart from the cues to word stress. Might not a word
like /ˈsɛr.vis/ ‘Serbian’ be confused with /sɛrˈvis/ ‘dinner service’ when emphasized, or vice versa? The question immediately struck me as significant,
but I couldn’t get focused enough to think of an answer. The correct answer is
that, in Dutch, it is structurally impossible to emphasize a word. To emphasize
a word, the pitch accent on the word is hyperarticulated, and since that pitch
accent is phonologically associated with its stressed syllable, word emphasis
is parasytic on the emphasis created on that syllable. Solé Sabater (1991) observes how “[t]he prosodic device of introducing a glottal stop before a word
initial vowel for emphatic reasons, as in that’s ’awful!, is only possible if the
vowel is stressed. The similarly emphatic utterance that’s amazing! can never show a reinforcing glottal stop before the unstressed initial vowel.” While
the concentration of hyperarticulation on accented syllables may be an obvious fact, it did not emerge from my tacit knowledge when the Indonesian student posed her question. This, I think, explains the conceptual merger of two
very different features of the prosodic structure of English that took place in
American structuralism, which employed structurally undifferentiated prosodic templates for different morphosyntactic structures (“superfixes”), as well as
in phonetic studies: word stress and accentuation. To a large extent, the distribution of pitch accents constitutes the morphosyntax and focus structure of
expressions, as explained in Section 2, and since focus means ‘significance’ or
‘emphasis’, the connection between prominence and syllables is made.
The tacit association of the largely morphosyntactically driven accentuation with phonological word stress in West Germanic may thus be held
responsible for the lingering belief that the prosodic structure of a (written)
sentence in some basic sense represents its pronunciation, much in the way
that the word stress of a word is part of its pronunciation. However, pitch
accents are to be equated with morphemes, not phonemes. Whereas the phonology of words is encoded in terms of vowels, consonants and feet, pitch
accents are encoded in terms of tones. The inappropriate extension of a “phonological” frame of mind to the English sentence may be responsible for the
bias in the accentuation literature towards the one post-lexical accent deletion
rule which is phonological, the Rhythm Rule (“stress shift”), and more generally to the belief that accentuation is at heart a matter of speech rhythm. It
may be illuminating to quote Dwight Bolinger here, who addressed the issue
almost 60 years ago (1958; footnotes suppressed, my additions in italics):
[My approach] assumes that [accents] are morphemes, not phonemes.
This assumption holds even in the most restricted sense of accent as
mere fact-of-prominence. It opposes the current American theory, which
is that stresses are meaningful sub-units that build themselves into mor21
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phemes (“superfixes”) which give, in effect, a phonemic shape to syntax.
I regard this view as untenable. The older theory, that accent signals emphasis, has been restated by Weinreich for Yiddish: phonemic stress within the morpheme (i.e., word stress) is the place ‘at which relative loudness [sc. pitch change] occurs if the morpheme is emphasized’. This is to
say that stress is phonemic only in the sense that a given syllable and not
some other syllable within the morpheme carries the potential for pitch
accent. When the accent occurs, it signals emphasis, i.e., is meaningful.

To return to the puzzled Indonesian student, it is clear that the absence
of word stress in Indonesian lay behind her realization that there was a possible conflict between marking word stress and expressing emphasis by
means of the same phonetic cues (cf. Goedemans & van Zanten 1994). If
there is no relation between the location of the word stressed syllable and
the signaling of focus by means of a pitch accent on that syllable, there is
no reason for conceptually collapsing word stress, focus and emphasis.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A contemplation of the notion phonological and phonetic prominence has
led to an argumentation in favour of the following positions:
1. A phonological representation of degrees of prominence (n-ary stress,
the metrical tree, the metrical grid) does not provide the right instrument to account for the prosodic structure of English.
2. What has been described as representing degrees of prominence in English is adequately captured by the notions feet, primary stress and pitch accents.
3. Perceived prominence scores are only in part explained by structural elements like feet and pitch accents, and cannot be decomposed into structural
elements.
4. The distribution of pitch accents in English sentences is explained by
generalizations at different levels of the grammar, with a bias to morphosyntactic as opposed to phonological generalizations.
5. Speakers of all languages are expected to be able to perform a task in
which they rate utterances for emphasis, but speakers of only some languages
can perform rating tasks of the prominence of words or syllables.
6. The conceptual conflation of foot structure with pitch accents into a
generalized notion of prominence is to be attributed to a configuration of circumstances whereby pitch accents are located on stressed syllables, pitch accents are conspicuously used to mark focus, focus and emphasis are pragmatically linked, and emphatic speech involves a hyperarticulation of pitch accents.
7. Any (phonetic or non-phonetic) factor that affects the listener’s impression of the significance or emphasis of utterances will affect their judgement
22
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of the prominence of words or syllables in them.
8. The distribution of pitch accents in an English sentence does not represent its pronunciation, but is more fruitfully seen as forming part of its morphosyntactic representation.
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